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Abstract

Recent empirical evidence shows that corporate governance (CG for
short) at the �rm level di¤ers across as well as within countries. Moreover
the quality of governance is positively correlated with �rm performance.
However, although CG practices appear to bene�t the �rm, not all �rms
adopt good codes. This paper tries to tackle this corporate governance
puzzle by endogenizing the choice of governance practices at the �rm level
as well as the portfolio decisions of investors. In our model managers raise
money on �nancial markets that are subject to imperfections arising from
the non-observability of output for �nanciers. E¤ective CG at the �rm
level can be adopted to amend these frictions. Shareholders only observe
a signal correlated with the returns. Managers optimally decide about
the quality of the signal (i.e. the "quality of governance") trading o¤
the possibility of expropriating a bigger share of the pro�ts against the
opportunity of raising more capital on the market. The model delivers
important and novel predictions. First, when CG is low shareholders pay
an additional premium due to agency problems. Therefore, CG practices
at the �rm level turn out to be an important determinant of the portfo-
lio choice of shareholders. And second, in equilibrium the quality of CG
at the �rm level depends on three key variables: the market structure
(measured by the level of competition in the capital market), �rms�idio-
syncratic characteristics (measured by the level of cash �ow of the �rm),
and the country level dimension of CG. We test these predictions with
data provided by CLSA and OSIRIS and found that, consistently with
our model, �rms operating in competitive capital markets tend to display
a higher level of CG.
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1 Introduction

A recent and growing literature in the last years focuses on the e¤ects of CG
practices. This literature is evolving along two di¤erent lines. On the one hand,
CG has an external, country-level, dimension. The quality of the institutions
of a country a¤ects the investors�returns. Indeed a country�s laws specify the
rights that investors have, and the enforcement of the laws determines the extent
to which these rights are meaningful. This rapidly developing body of litera-
ture began with La Porta, Lopez-de-Silanes, Shleifer, and Vishny (1997) and
analyzes the e¤ects on capital markets of having di¤erent degrees of investor
protections at the country level. On the other hand, corporate governance has
an internal, �rm-level, dimension. Shleifer and Vishny (1997) relate �rm-level
CG to "the ways in which the suppliers of �nance to corporations assure them-
selves of getting a return on their investment". Indeed, many provisions at
the country level investor protection laws are not binding since �rms generally
have some degree of �exibility and may either choose to "opt-out", and decline
speci�c provisions, or adopt additional provisions not listed in the legal code.
For example, �rms could improve investor protection rights by increasing dis-
closure, hiring well-functioning and independent (expensive) boards, imposing
disciplinary mechanisms to prevent management and controlling shareholders
from engaging in expropriation of minority shareholders.
This paper focuses on the �rm-level CG. In particular, we study the �rm

level decisions about corporate governance codes in terms of transparency, and
how these decisions impact the portfolio choices of small shareholders. The
main motivation for this kind of approach lies in the recent empirical evidence
which shows that: (i) CG at the �rm level varies across countries as well as
within countries (see for example Klapper and Love (2003) and Gompers et al.
(2003) among others); and (ii) that corporate governance practices (either by
reducing agency problems or improving monitoring of management) can boost
performances. But if badly governed �rms have lower stock returns and market
valuation, why it is no the case that all �rms adopt good governance mecha-
nisms?
To address this question, we endogenize the decisions related to �rm-level

CG practices and we study under which conditions �rms adopt e¤ective mea-
sures. In particular, in the model the quality of governance is related to the
quality of the information that investors have about the �rms�returns. In this
respect, the paper is mainly crafted for understanding the role of transparency
on investment decisions. We also analyze how disclosure a¤ects the relation-
ship between minority shareholders and manager. The common belief is that
increased transparency is unambiguously good since it reduces asymmetric in-
formation, and hence lowers the cost of raising the �rm�s securities and the
�rm�s cost of capital. We argue that, from the perspective of controlling share-
holders, there are likely to be both cost and bene�ts related to an increase in
transparency, leading to a threshold level beyond which increasing transparency
it is no optimal to them.
We propose a two stage game. In the �rst, the contract between managers
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(who control the �rm) and minority shareholders is written. In the second, the
returns on the investment are realized and the contract is executed. Return�s
realizations however are known just by the managers. In contrast shareholders
just observe a signal which is positively related to the returns. Each man-
ager optimally selects the precision of the signal ex ante (i.e., our measure of
CG) trading o¤ the potential gains of expropriation against the capacity of at-
tracting external funding. Outside investors in turn rationally formulate their
asset allocation and consumption-saving decisions. At the beginning of the �rst
period lacking an initial endowment, and needing resources to use their tech-
nology, managers go to the capital markets. The �nancial instrument available
is equity. In common with much of the literature on optimal contracts with
hidden information, we model the interaction between investors and managers
as a message game. Optimal contracts are written contingent on the manager�s
claim and all public information. The contract is given by a contingent transfer
that shareholders provide to the manager. Since managers have the possibility
of misreporting their outcomes and hiding resources, shareholders will o¤er in
equilibrium a transfer written in such a way that manager will not have incen-
tives to lie about the returns. Moreover when shareholders receive both the
claim and the signal, they choose either if to go or not to the court. If managers
are caught when lying, they pay a penalty cost. This cost represents the he
country level dimension of CG.
The model delivers several predictions. First, we show that the equilibrium

contract (i.e., the transfer) depends negatively on the level of CG at the country
and at the �rm dimension implying that, when CG is low, shareholders pay an
additional premium due to agency problems. Second, we �nd that CG practices
at the �rm level are an important determinant of the portfolio choice of share-
holders. Indeed, �rms with a higher level of CG have a higher amount of capital
invested in the �rm. Finally, in equilibrium CG at the �rm level turns out to
depend on three key variables: the market structure, �rm�s characteristics and
country level dimension of CG.
In our model market structure is given by the level of competition in the

capital market, which is measured by the number of �rms demanding capital.
We �nd that higher competition increases the level of CG at the �rm level. The
mechanism is simple. The higher is the number of �rms in the capital market,
the easier will be for the risk adverse shareholders to diversify the risk. Indeed,
the higher is the number of �rms, the less important is each �rm in order to reach
full portfolio diversi�cation. As a result managers have less market power and
they now need to o¤er high quality of governance in order to attract funding.
Firm�s characteristics are given by the level of cash �ow of the �rm. We

show that a higher level of cash �ow increases the quality of CG at the �rm
level. When cash �ow is high, agency problems increase because the manager
has more incentives to divert the pro�ts. Knowing this, shareholders would
in turn demand fewer assets, forcing the managers to impose ex-ante stricter
governance mechanism to prevent ex-post expropriation. This result is in line
with the empirical results of Himmelber, Hubbard and Palia (1999) who argue
that some �rms �nd it easier to expropriate from minority shareholders due to
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the nature of their operations. Thus the composition of the assets of a �rm
a¤ects its contracting environment because it is easier to monitor and harder
to steal �xed assets (i.e. machinery and equipment) than "soft" capital (i.e.
intangibles, R&D capital, and short-term assets, such as inventories). Therefore,
�rms operating with higher proportions of intangible assets may �nd it optimal
to adopt stricter governance mechanisms to signal to investors that they intend
to prevent the future misuse of these assets.
The model also suggests that CG practices depend on the level of CG at the

country level in a non trivial way. We show that low country-level CG implies
a higher �rm-level CG. This is the case since �rms try to overcome the negative
e¤ects of weak legal environment, and attract investments, by practicing good
corporate governance. This relationship of substitutability between country
and �rm level CG is in line with recent empirical evidence. Klapper and Love
(2003), Durnev and Kim (2005) and Bruno and Claessens (2006). Similarly,
Doidge et al. (2004) show that even though country governance is an important
determinant of �rm-level CG, when �rms have access to global capital markets
country characteristics matter less to explain the quality of governance practices
at the �rm level.
Finally, we test our theory by analyzing the role of competition as determi-

nant of CG at the �rm level. We found that, consistently with our predictions,
�rms operating in more competitive capital markets tend to display better CG
practices.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 1 we set up

the economy. In section 2 we solve de optimal contract. Then, we solve the
shareholder problem (section 3). In section 4 we solve the manager problem.
We test our theory in section 5. Finally, we conclude and the appendix contain
all the omitted proofs.

2 The Model

The model economy is populated by two kinds of individuals managers (al-
ternately entrepreneurs or insiders) and shareholders who live for two periods.
There is no population growth. Since managers have no capital endowment,
to exploit the potential production possibilities they have to rise money on �-
nancial markets. Financial markets are subject to imperfection arising from
the non-observability of output for �nanciers, but CG at the �rm level can be
adopted to amend these frictions. In particular, we will show that by promoting
transparency, misreporting output becomes more di¢ cult to managers.

2.0.1 The Set up

Managers
We consider an economy with n managers and m shareholders. Each man-

ager, who is the controlling shareholder, has to raise funds to �nance an in-
vestment opportunity. Moreover, we consider risk neutral managers without
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initial wealth, but endowed with a risky project. The investment opportunity
per unit of capital is given by 
 �

�
R; 0; 1n

	
: That is, an investment of capital

k will return Rk (the �rm cash �ow before expropriation) with probability 1
n

and zero with probability 1� 1
n . Information technology is public, but outside

�nanciers can not observe the outcome of the risky project. We are considering
an economy which is characterized by n possible states of natures (sn) and in
each state only one �rm could have strictly positive returns.

s1 s2 ::: sn
	1 R 0 ::: 0
	2 0 R ::: 0
::: ::: ::: ::: :::
	n 0 0 ::: R

The Arrow security 	1 = (R; 0; 0::::; 0) in �rms one pays R if and only if
state one occurs, similarly the asset 	n in �rm n pays if an only if state n
occurs.1

Since entrepreneurs have no endowment, they can undertake their projects
only if investors �nance them. We assume managers use equity via Constrained-
Pareto optimal two-period contracts. Equity is modeled as follows. Upon re-
ceiving one unit of capital, each �rm i commit to pay, after cash �ow is realized,
dividend payouts Rc 2 fR; 0g in case of success and failure respectively, with c
being the manger�s claim. Entrepreneurs extracts private bene�ts after having
raised funds and once the cash �ow is realized.
The equilibrium contract speci�es the cost of investing in the capital market.

A �nancing contract o¤ered to a manager consists of a commitment to pay
contingent transfer wi(Rc) and wi(0c) in case of high or low returns respectively;
that investors pay to managers once the returns are realized.

Information Structure
From the point of view of a single �rm, the output realization per unit of

capital invested is either high R or low 0. We assume that the output realization
is private information to the managers. Thus, in the second period managers
receive the returns realization and shareholders, instead, receive a binary sym-
metric signal with two possible values: high and low. The correlation between
the signal and the realized returns are given by the following matrix

signal = h signal = l
R pi 1� pi
0 1� pi pi

Under perfect information it will be either pi = 1 or pi = 0; while the signal
conveys no information about the realization of the project when pi = 1

2 : Since

1We assume a perfect negative correlation among projects, so that investors have incentives
to diversify their portfolio allocations. As long as there are incentives to diversify, the model
goes through.
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there is a perfect symmetric binary signal we assume without loss of generality
that pi 2 [ 12 ; 1] so that when the signal is s = h, then

p(h=s = h) = pi >
1

2
;

while when s = l, then

p(h=s = l) = 1� pi < 1

2
:

Since output is not observable, managers have the option of hiding some
output from the shareholders. However, the better the quality of the signal
received by the shareholders the easier will be to protect themselves by attempt
of expropriation by part of the managers. This is the reason why we take the
quality of this signal as an indicator for the quality of governance. In particular,
we assume that managers decide about the quality of governance trading-o¤
the bene�t of attracting more capital against the possibility of extracting bigger
informational rents from investors.
Timing
There are two periods. In the �rst period, the representative shareholder is

endowed with an endowment of K capital, managers by contrast are endowed
with a project. Once the manager chooses the level of corporate governance,
each one proposes her project, �i �

�

; pi

	
; on the �nancial market. Second,

the representative shareholder chooses how to split her endowment between
consumption and investments, as well as the composition of her portfolio.
At the outset of the second period, a manager borrows k from the share-

holders, invests and produces output equal to either Rk or 0: The realization
of the project is private information to the manager. Then, he makes a claim
about the quality of her project Rc 2 fR; 0g; gives the intermediary output
consistent with the claim, i.e. (Rck; or 0ck) and receives a contingent transfer,
wi(Rc); wi(0c): The entrepreneur has the option of hiding some of their cash �ow
from their shareholders. Therefore a �nancial contract consists of a contingent
transfer wi(Rc) and wi(0c) in case of claiming high or low returns respectively:
After that, the representative shareholder decides, on the basis of the signal,

the claim and the observed pi, whether or not to go to court. In case shareholders
go to court and the manager is caught lying, the manager pays the penalty Fk.
Managers end up with income denoted by yi;t+1; if the project is of low quality
yi;t+1 = wi(0c): Having no endowment, an agent is unable to misreport in
the low state, since this would entail surrending a level of output Rk > 0: If
the project is of high quality, truthful reporting yields yi;t+1 = wi(Rc); and
concealing yields yi;t+1 = wi(0c) + [R � 0c]k: By misreporting the manager
receives the transfer intended for low quality projects plus the hiding output.
Moreover, in case shareholders decides to go to court, and managers are caught
lying, manager�s income becomes yi;t+1 = wi(0c) + [R� 0c]k � Fk:
Finally, shareholders consume the proceeds from her investments.
As we will see later on, the constrained Pareto-Optimal contract always

require the output surrendered to be consistent with the report. In turn, this
imply no hiding along the equilibrium path.
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The solution strategy is by backward induction. After having characterized
the optimal contract that will link the manager to the shareholders and analyzed
the individual�s investment decision, we then move backward and study the
choice of the manager regarding the design of corporate governance.
Shareholders
Di¤erently with respect to managers, shareholders are assumed to derive

utility by consuming in the two periods. In particular, we assume risk averse
individuals with a Cobb-Douglas speci�cation,

Uj;t = C
1��
j;t C�j;t+1 8j = 1; :::m;

where Cj;t is the amount consumed in period one, and Cj;t+1 is consump-
tion in period two. Given the symmetry among shareholders, in what follows
we will concentrate on a representative shareholder. Shareholder makes the
consumption-saving and a portfolio choice decision. Each shareholder is en-
dowed with an amount of physical capital equal to K: She faces the following
budget constraint in the �rst period

ct +
nX
j=1

kjt = K;

where ct represents the amount used for consumption of period one, andPn
j=1 k

j
t is the amount invested in a diversi�ed portfolio of risky assets. In the

second period shareholders consume the pay o¤ of the diversi�ed portfolio. In
fact, in case that �rm i success, shareholders�income will crucially depend on
the claim made by the manager as well as on the cost of investing in the �rm,

ys;t+1 = R
ckit � wi(Rc);

where Rc represents the manager�s claim; kit is the amount of capital invested
in asset i by the representative shareholder; and wi represents the equilibrium
contract paid by the representative shareholder to the manager i.
The shareholder receives information about the output realization from three

di¤erent sources. She observes the signal, its precision and the manager�s claim.
Thus, when the claim and the signal di¤ers, the shareholder goes to the court.
When the manager is caught guilty he has to pay a penalty cost F .2 We assume
this cost to be proportional to the total capital invested in the project, capturing
that bigger �rms will have to pay a higher penalty in case managers are caught.
F represents the investor�s protection granted by the state, that is the country
level of CG. The cost of lying is some �ne F per dollar invested. We also assume
that when the signal di¤ers from the realizations and shareholders goes to court
but managers were saying the truth, F = 0: We will show that the extent to
which �rms choose to improve upon the investor protection granted by the state
(that is F ) depends on the cost and bene�ts of doing so.

2Note that, as will become clear below, it is always optimal for the investors to charge this
penalty if the claim does not coincide with the signal. This is the case since �penalty� costs
zero for the investors and it motivates the manager not to lie.
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2.0.2 The Equilibrium Contract

The incentive compatibility constraints
In our set-up the returns of the project can be either R or 0, this implies

that we have to consider two incentive compatibilities constraints. When the
realized returns are 0, the utility of the manager i if she tells the truth has to
be higher or equal to the utility if she lies. Since managers are risk neutral this
reads as follows,

pifwi(0c) + [0� 0c]kitg+ (1� pi)fwi(0c) + [0� 0c]kitg (IC1)

� (1� pi)fwi(Rc) + [0�Rc]kitg+ pifwi(Rc) + [0�Rc]kitg;

where the RHS is the expected utility of the manager in case she lies since,
as described above, (1 � pi) represents the probability that the representative
shareholder will receive a signal which con�rms the claim of the entrepreneur.
The inequality above can be rewritten as,

wi(0) � wi(Rc)�Rckit; 8i = 1; :::; n:

Analogously, when the returns are high the utility of the entrepreneur re-
porting the truth has to be higher or equal than the utility she receives if she
lies,

pifwi(Rc) + [R�Rc]kitg+ (1� pi)fwi(Rc) + [R�Rc]kitg (IC2)

� (1� pi)fwi(0c) + [R� 0c]kitg+ pifwi(0c) + [R� 0c]kit � Fkitg:

Notice that independently of the realized returns, the best manager�s strat-
egy is to claim low returns. Indeed, when her claim is high, this strategy is
implicitly self-revealing. Therefore, when manager�s claim is high and the sig-
nal is low, shareholders know that managers are telling the truth and thus they
do not go to court (see RHS of IC1). On the contrary, when the claim is low
shareholders may conclude that managers are lying. When manager�s claim is
low and the signal is high, shareholders and managers go to court (see RHS of
IC2) an event that occurs with probability pi. Moreover only when the claim
is low, and the signal is high shareholders decides to go to court. But then it
can be that either the managers tell the truth, in that case, the manager does
not pay any cost F (see the LHS of the IC1). The other possibility is that the
manager is lying, but then he pays the penalty cost F (see RHS of equation
IC2). The LHS shows that when the returns as well as the claim are low, and
the signal is high, shareholders decides to go to court. Since the manager is not
guilty, he does not pay the penalty cost Fkit:
The IC2 can be written as,

wi(R) � w(0c) +Rkit � piFkit
, wi(R)� wi(0c) � [R� piF ]kit; i = 1; :::; n:

The next lemma shows which incentive compatibility are binding in equilib-
rium. Therefore, considering (IC1) and (IC2), we have
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Lemma 1 In equilibrium, the incentive compatibility constraint when the re-
turns are high is binding while the incentive compatibility when the returns are
low is not.
Proof. Take lower bound of IC2, i.e. wi(R) = wi(0) + [R � piF ]kit; and

substitute into IC1 so that
0 � �2piFkit

Since pi 2 [ 12 ; 1]; the inequality above always holds.

The intuition of Lemma 1 is clear, having no endowment, a manager is
unable to misreport in the low state, since that would entail surrendering a
positive amount.
We are now in a position to characterize the optimal incentive scheme for

manager i. To this aim we study the problem that shareholders (i.e., the prin-
cipal) face when they o¤er a contract to the manager. In doing this we will
not take into account potential coordination problem among shareholders and
simply study the decisions that would be taken by a representative shareholder.
Proposition one record the equilibrium contract. Under the contingent con-

tract W i
2 the manager i does not have incentives to lie (since by construction

W i
2 is IC), and therefore the returns related to an investment in asset i will be

equal to (R�xi)kit if the project yields a positive realization and zero otherwise.
This implies that W i

2 will guarantee to the shareholders returns strictly higher
than W i

1 when the project succeeds while the returns will be the same in case
of failure. As a consequence, the chosen contract in equilibrium is W i

2;

Proposition 2 The equilibrium contract o¤ered by the shareholders to each en-
trepreneur satis�es the incentive compatibility constraints and therefore always
induce truthfully behavior. In particular it is given by:

W i
2 = fwi(0) = 0; wi(R) = [R� piF ]kitg for every i = 1; :::; n

Proof. See Appendix B.

Corollary 3 The cost of the investment (per unit invested) paid by the share-
holders is decreasing in our measures of CG at the country (F ) and at the �rm
level pi:

In fact, Fpi is the additional premium due to agency problems. Therefore,
measures aimed at improving transparency and disclosure of information to the
shareholders either at the country or at the �rm level (that is either a higher F or
pi respectively) reduce the cost of outside-�nance. This result is consistent with
the empirical papers, even though our mechanism is di¤erent (see, for instance,
Shleifer and Wolfenzon (2000), Himmelberg et al. (1999), Castro et al., (2004)).
In their model when investor protection (country-level CG) is perfect, since
insiders are risk averse, managers would optimally diversify fully idiosyncratic
risk and to steal nothing. By contrast, under imperfect investor protection,
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by retaining a higher fraction of equity insiders can credibly commit to lower
rates of stealing, but are forced to bear higher levels of diversi�able risk, which
implies that risk sharing is not complete and thus the cost of capital increases.
Therefore, their empirical predictions are �rst, the weaker is investor protection
the higher is the concentration of inside equity ownership. And second, the
higher is the concentration of inside ownership the higher is the implied cost of
capital. Then, there is a negative correlation between investor protection and
cost of capital. In our model, this correlation is also negative, but not through
ownership concentration (notice that in our model managers are risk neutral),
but through additional premium paid by the representative shareholder to the
manager to induce him no to lie diverting the �rm�s pro�ts. Therefore, investors
pay more when CG is low because they recognize that with this extra payment
for the manager, more of the �rm�s pro�ts would come back to them as interest
or dividends as opposed to being expropriated by the manager who control the
�rm. Therefore, better minority shareholders protection (that is, higher CG)
will be likely to lower their cost of investing in the �rm.
The deadweight cost associated with the extraction of private bene�ts in-

crease the cost of outside funds for the manager. As a result, managers for
which access to capital markets is important have incentives to �nd ways to
commit to expropriate fewer private bene�ts. The literature has shown that by
increasing their ownership of cash �ow rights, managers make the extraction of
private bene�ts more costly because they pay for more of these private bene�ts
out of the shares they own. As the extraction of private bene�ts become more
costly, it is optimal for managers to consume fewer such bene�ts. Firms can
also make extraction of private bene�ts more costly through better governance.
For instance, by increasing the �rm�s transparency, managers make it easier for
outsiders to measure their consumption of private bene�ts and to take actions
to reduce it. In this paper, we allow for a role for corporate governance.
From an empirical point of view, Leuz and Verrechia (2000) document that

�rms�cost of capital decreases when they voluntarily increase transparency.
The representative shareholder attempts to maximize utility under the con-

straint given by the incentive compatibility of the entrepreneur.

Corollary 4 The shareholders�expected utility is increasing in the level of cor-
porate governance, either at the country or at the �rm level.

Since a higher level of corporate governance at the �rm and at the country
level, implies a higher level of investor protection, shareholder always prefer
higher quality of corporate governance to a lower one.
Furthermore, since expected returns of the shareholders are strictly increas-

ing in F , if the shareholder decide the choice of choosing F whenever her claim
is at odds with the signal (i.e., if we let the shareholders choose between F = 0
or F > 0), these ones will always opt for the former possibility. The higher is n
the lower is the probability of success. As a result, the utility of the shareholders
in expected terms decreases too.
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2.0.3 Portfolio Choice

Shareholder j solves the problem

Maxfct;(kit)n1 ;ct+1g E(Ut;j) = Et(c
1��
t c�t+1);

st: ct + (
nX
i=1

kit) � K

ct+1 � yj;t+1

yj;t+1 =

8<: Rkit � wi(R) if s1
::: ::: :::

Rkit � wi(R) if sn

The solution is given by,

Proposition 5 The amount of equity that the representative shareholder in-
vests in the �rm i is given by

(kit)
� =

(p
iep ) �

1��

(n� 1) + (piep ) �
1��

�K (1)

Proof: See Appendix B.
This equation has the interpretation of an equity supply schedule. Notice

that since ki�t (p
i); foreign investors internalize manager�s behavior, so that the

level of corporate governance will a¤ect their investment decisions. The amount
of investment in asset i is characterized in the following corollary,

Corollary 6 The stock of capital invested in �rm i is decreasing with the num-
bers of �rms and increasing with pi:

The more interesting result tells us that the higher the quality of the sig-
nal and thus the quality of CG at the �rm level, the higher will be the capital
invested in this company (since the higher are the expected pro�ts)3 . That is,
our model tell us that better CG enables �rms to access capital markets on
better terms, which is valuable from �rms intending to raise funds. Consistent
with our result, recent research by La Porta et al. (1997, 2003) links strong
investor protection laws with broader and deeper capital markets, a more dis-
persed shareholder base, and more e¢ cient allocation of capital across �rms.
Their research suggests that countries with poor investor protection have sig-
ni�cantly smaller equity and debt markets.
The fact that a higher level of CG implies more amount of capital invested

in the �rm is also in line with the empirical evidence provided by Himmel-
berg, Hubbard and Love (2002). Using �rm-level date from Worldscope for 38
countries, they estimate that the fraction of equity owned by insiders depends
negatively on investor protection. That is, the weaker is investor protection, the
higher is the concentration of inside equity ownership.

3This is so even though there is the opposite e¤ect due to decreasing marginal utility
function in consumption.
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3 Determination of Quality of Governance

After having characterized the optimal contract and the shareholder�s invest-
ment decision, we are now in a position to move backward and study the choice
of the manager regarding the design of corporate governance.
All the m shareholders will sing the same contract with the entrepreneur, so

the expected utility of the entrepreneur i (E(U i)) is

E(U i) =
1

n
f(R� piF )kit;1 + :::+ (R� piF )kit;mg+ (1�

1

n
)0;

where kit;1 is the amount invested by shareholder one in �rm i at time t. Sum-
ming up among all shareholders,

E(U i) = (
R

n
� p

iF

n
)

mX
s=1

k it;s= (
R

n
�p

iF

n
)mk

i
t

The last equality is given by the fact that
mX
s=1

kit;s is the total amount of

capital invested by all shareholders in the �rm i at time two. By substituting

the optimal value of (kit)
� =

(R�x
i

R�ex ) �
1��

(n�1)+(R�xiR�ex ) �
1��

�K; the expected utility of the

entrepreneur i

E(U i) =
1

n
(R� piF )�K

(R�R+p
iF

R�R+epF ) �
1��

(n� 1) + (R�R+piFR�R+epF ) �
1��

Let us know consider the entrepreneur�s decision. He has to choose the
quality of the corporate governance, i.e. the quality of the signal that the
shareholder will receive, in order to attract investors. Clearly he faces a trade-
o¤: better signals will attract more capital but will decrease the informational
rents that she enjoys due to the informational asymmetries on the state of the
economy. Technically the entrepreneur�s problem is given by

Maxpi E(U
i) =

1

n
(R� piF )m(kit)�;

s:t: (kit)
� =

(p
iep ) �

1��

(n� 1) + (piep ) �
1��

�K:

By FOC ,

Fkit
� = (R� piF )@k

i
t
�

@pi

The left hand side is the marginal cost of better governance and the right
hand side is the marginal bene�t. Since pi = p 8i = 1; :::n;the optimal value of
p� is

p� =
R

F

�
(n� 1)�

�(n� 1) + (1� �)n

�
; (2)
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notice that the parameter needs to satis�ed 1
2 � p

� � 1: Therefore, A1 always
holds

1

2
� R

F

�
(n� 1)�

�(n� 1) + (1� �)n

�
� 1: (A1)

The next proposition shows that if the level of CG is an interior maximum,
then the determinants on CG are given by the level of product market compe-
tition of the �rm, the country-level CG and the returns of the �rm.

Proposition 7 Under A! the determinants of CG are given by the following
conditions,

p� =
R

F

�
(n� 1)�

�(n� 1) + (1� �)n

�
; (3)

Moreover the following comparative statics holds:
i) CG at the �rm level is strictly decreasing with the degree of market compe-

tition, n ii) CG at the �rm level is strictly increasing with the level of corporate
pro�ts of the �rm, R iii)CG at the �rm level is strictly decreasing with the
country level dimension of CG, F:

First, our model shows that more competition lead to substantial improve-
ments in the quality of governance. The mechanism through which more compe-
tition increases CG at the �rm level is via portfolio diversi�cation and �monopoly
power�of the manager. That is, in our model risk averse shareholders like to
reduce the risk of investing by diversifying the portfolio. As the number of �rms
operating in the market increases, the number of securities in shareholder�s port-
folio increases too. In fact, in our model more competition means more devel-
oped CM, which implies easier portfolio diversi�cation. Therefore, this implies
that each manager has �less monopoly power" with respect to the shareholders,
and then the only possibility of attracting capital for the �rm is by increasing
CG.
Most of the literature (theoretical as well as empirical) studies how do prod-

uct market competition and CG interact when a¤ecting �rm productivity. The
theoretical literature is quite controversial. On the one hand, the traditional
view shows that product market competition, and thus low industry concen-
tration, is a mechanism that can impose discipline on a �rm�s management.
Competition by reducing a �rms�pro�t margins, would limit the opportunities
available to managers for expropriating wealth from investors and would force
�rms run by wasteful managers out of business (see Vives, 2000). Also, product
market competition would force �rms to improve their CG systems as part of
their cost minimizing e¤orts (Stigler 1958). Thus, as the economic environment
becomes competitive, �rms �nd themselves under greater pressure to eliminate
ine¢ cient governance systems and to provide better protection to their investors
(see Allen and Gale 2000). As a result, economies characterized by a high level
of competition should also enjoy a better CG system and a higher level of in-
vestor protection. On the other hand, Aghion and Howit (1997) and Aghion
and al. (1999) propose a model in which competition appears as a substitute
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to �good� CG (measured by �nancial pressure) at the �rm level. Similarly,
Bolton, 1995 and Stiglitz, 1999 argue that competition turned out to be more
important than ownership (CG) and it should have been put in the center of
the transformation strategy from the very beginning. That is, product market
competition can be considered as a substitute for e¢ cient CG.
Little empirical evidence has been done concerning the relationship between

product market competition and control. In fact, some empirical papers studies
the interaction of CG and product market competition in determining produc-
tivity at the �rm level. Nickell et al. (1997) are the �rst to analyzed this
questions. They estimate the e¤ects of competition, shareholders control and
debt levels on �rm-level productivity growth in the UK., including interactions
terms. Their results show a positive in�uence of product market competition,
ownership control and �nancial pressure on productivity growth. Moreover,
they �nd that competition and control can be considered as (weak) substitutes
in a panel of British �rms; a recent paper by Januszewski et al. (2000) �nd an
ambiguous result on a panel of German �rms.
Theoretical and empirical analysis of the e¤ects of product market compe-

tition and corporate governance on �rm performance do not provide us with a
clear prediction. By contrast our paper does not concentrates on �rm perfor-
mance. Indeed, the objective is to study the determinants of CG. Our paper
is in line with the complementary view where the e¤ectiveness of CG would be
enhanced by market competition, and vice-versa. In such case, product market
competition alone might not be su¢ cient to reduce productive ine¢ ciencies in
an environment with poor CG. In fact, we obtain that competition and CG
are complements but the procedure is quite di¤erent. In the traditional litera-
ture more competition implies less pro�ts and then less possibility of diverting
output, which implies higher CG. By contrast, in our model more competition
entail more possibilities to diversify the portfolio, so the only way that �rm
have to di¤erentiate among competitors is by increasing their CG. In this way
managers would attract more capital.

Second, in our model the penalty cost F is interpreted as the parameter
that represents the level of public or country level of CG. Therefore, a higher
penalty cost involve better institutions and more speci�cally, better investor
protection. We study the relationship between country and �rm-level CG. We
show that the better the "public governance" the smaller the quality of gov-
ernance at the �rm level:In general, the relationship between the country level
legal infrastructure and �rm-level corporate governance mechanism is far from
obvious. One supposition is that �rms in countries with weak laws would want
to adopt better �rm-level governance to counterbalance the weaknesses in their
country�s law and their enforcement and signal their intentions to o¤er greater
investor rights. This would suggest a negative correlation between the strength
of �rm-level governance and country-level laws. A second possibility is that in
countries with weak laws the degree of �exibility of �rms to a¤ect their own
governance is likely to be smaller (i.e. the �rm is likely be constrained by the
country-level legal provisions), which would imply a positive correlation.
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Our results suggest that �rms in countries with poor investor protection
can improve their corporate governance, which may improve their performance
and valuations. Our result do not attempt to imply that �rm-level corporate
governance is a replacement for country-level judicial reform. Our result is
consistent with the evidence provided by Klapper and Love (2002). They show
that �rm-level corporate governance provisions matter more in countries with
weak legal environments. These results suggest that well governed �rms bene�ts
more in bad corporate governance environments, and that �rms can partially
compensate for ine¤ective laws and enforcement by establishing good corporate
governance and providing credible investors protection.

Third, our model shows that higher corporate pro�ts, in turn, increases
the incentives to improve corporate governance. Klapper and Love (2003) and
Gompers et al. (2003) found a positive and strong correlations between CG
at the �rm level and �rms� returns. In fact they concludes that higher CG
implies higher returns (Gompers et al. (2003)). In our model by contrast
we found that the causality goes in the other direction, that is better returns
implies better CG. This is so because, when the return are high, agency problems
increases because the manager has more incentives to lie. Since this implies that
shareholders would demand less assets for this particular �rm, the �rm would
�nd it optimal to impose ex-ante stricter governance mechanism to prevent
ex-post expropriation. Recently, Kedia and Philippon (2005) have studied the
dynamics of accounting frauds. Consistent with this model, they show that
�rms with weak governance are more likely to commit frauds, that these frauds
are more likely to happen in a boom.
If we consider an industry in which pro�ts �uctuate with the business cycle

and during an upswing pro�ts increase while pro�ts decrease in a recession. R
may be interpreted as the pro�ts of the �rm (R is the return on asset i per unit
invested), so that in an upswing R is high. Then we would obtain that in a
boom the quality of governance improves. Therefore, an interesting extension
of this model would be to work on a dynamic extension a la Gali to study the
e¤ects of business cycles on corporate governance.
A second extension may be to endogenize R: In real world these returns

di¤er across industries, and depend on ability of the manager, the size of the
�rm etc: Himmelber, Hubbard and Palia (1999) argued that some �rms would
�nd it easier to expropriate from minority shareholders due to the nature of their
operations; therefore, these �rms would �nd it optimal to impose ex-ante stricter
governance mechanisms to prevent ex-post expropriation. For example, the
composition of the assets of a �rm will a¤ect its contracting environment because
it is easier to monitor and harder to steal �xed assets (i.e. machinery and
equipment) than �soft� capital (i.e. intangibles, R&D capital, and short-term
assets, such as inventories.) Therefore, �rms operating with higher proportions
of intangible assets may �nd it optimal to adopt stricter governance mechanisms
to signal to investors that they intend to prevent the future misuse of these
assets.
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4 Testing the Model

[To be completed]

5 Conclusions

Empirical works show that measures of corporate governance at the �rm level are
correlated with �rm�s performance. It is therefore important, from a theoretical
point of view, to understand which factors determine the quality of governance.
To this end, we endogenize the choice of governance practices at the �rm level. In
our model managers need investors in order to �nance the �rms, and they have
private information on the �rms�returns. Conversely, investors only observe a
signal that is correlated with the returns. Managers optimally decide about the
quality of the signal (and therefore about the �quality of governance�) trading
o¤ the possibility of expropriating a bigger share of the pro�ts against the
opportunity of rising more capital on the market.
The main prediction of the model is that more competition among �rms

implies a better �quality of governance�at the �rm level, it also leads to big-
ger capital markets. We also show that �rms in countries with poor investor
protection can improve their corporate governance.
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7 Appendix A

In the current version of the model if managers are caught guilty they pay a
penalty F but they can keep the returns on the project that they hided to
the shareholders. This implies that shareholders derive no e¤ective bene�ts
from denouncing the managers (ex post they are in fact indi¤erent between
denouncing or not) but, in equilibrium, it is optimal for them to denounce the
managers whenever the claim is low while the signal is high because it is the
only way to induce the managers reveling the truth about the returns. As it is
clari�ed in the main body of the paper, in fact, if shareholders dismiss courts
then it will become optimal for the managers always claim low returns implying
an expected payo¤ of zero for the shareholders independently from the state of
nature. In this sense denoucing the managers to the court played simply an
instrumental role.
Interestingly, the main results of the model are robust to modelling changes

in the functioning of the courts. Suppose that if managers are found guilty
by the courts they are also forced to pay to the shareholders the due returns.
In this case shareholders are no more ex post indi¤erent between denouncing
or not the managers and, if going to the courts is costless, they will always
denounce the manager whenever the claim is low (creo que esto no es cierto) and
independently on the signal (indeed in this case whenever the probability of high
realization is di¤erent from zero going to the courts assure to the shareholders
an higher expected payo¤s than not going). As a consequence in equilibrium
managers will always say the truth independently on the quality of the signal
which, consequently, looses importance.
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However, if recurring to the courts is costly shareholders will always face a
trade-o¤ between paying the costs hoping to recover part of the returns and
not doing so; clearly, the signal becomes crucial in this context since if the
signal is high the expected returns of recurring to the courts will be higher
since the probability of recovering returns is higher. In particular, the results of
our model are unchanged if these courts�costs are high enough to discourage a
denunciation whenever the signal is low while are low enough the incentivate a
legal action when the signal is high.
Notice also that in this context, the better the quality of the signal the higher

will be the expected returns of recurring to the courts. This implies that the
conditions on the courts� cost will also represent a constraint in the decision
problem of the manager regarding the quality of signal.

8 Appendix B

Proof of Proposition 2.

By condition (IC2) we know that what determines the manager�s revelation
decision is the gap between wages, that is wi(R)�wi(0), and not their absolute
values. This implies that the representative shareholder will always set wi(0) =
0: As a consequence, the optimal wage scheme o¤ered to manager i will be one
of the followings,
(i)W i

1 = fwi(0) = 0; wi(R) = 0g for every manager (i = 1; :::; n), if inducing
sincere behavior is too costly.
(ii) W i

2 = fwi(0) = 0; wi(R) = [R�piF ]kitg for every manager (i = 1; :::; n);
where wi(R) comes from the (IC2) once we substitute for wi(0) = 0, if inducing
sincere behavior is worth.
This means that shareholders can choose W i

1; pay nothing and do not give
any incentive to the manager behaving truthfully or they can choose W i

2 which
represents the cheapest possible incentive compatible scheme. We now compare
the expected gains of each one of this two equilibrium contract candidates.
If W i

1 is chosen, the expected utility for the representative shareholder of
buying investing an amount kit in the asset i is equal to

EfUj;t(Ti=W i
1)g = C1��t [

1

n
f(1� pi)ki�t (0� 0)� + piki�t (0� 0)�g+

(1� 1

n
)f(1� pi)ki�t (0� 0)� + pik�it (0� 0)�g];

With probability 1
n the returns of �rm i under the contract W i

1 are high (R),
however, since we are now analyzing the utility of the representative shareholder
when the IC contract is not in place, the manager will always optimally claim
that the returns are low. This implies that, whatever the outcome of the shock,
the pro�ts redistributed to the shareholders will be always equal to zero. Then,
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the expected shareholders utility becomes,

EfUs(Ti=W i
1)g = C1��t 0 = 0:

Let us now denote as xi the cost per unit of capital paid by representative
shareholder to the manager to induce him not to lie. That is

xi � R� piF ) wi(R) = [R� piF ]kit = xikit

Under the optimal contract, the expected returns related to an investment
kit in �rm i are therefore given by

EfUs(Ti=W i
2)g = C1��t [

1

n
f(1� pi)(R� xi)�ki�t + pi(R� xi)�ki�t g+

(1� 1

n
)f(1� pi)(0� 0)�ki�t + pi(0� 0)�k�it g];

which becomes
EfUs(Ti=W i

2)g = C1��t

1

n
(piFkit)

�:

Observe that owners�expected returns is increasing in the level of corporate
governance, at the �rm and at the country level.
Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 5.
.Plugging in the utility function the budget constraint; the utility function

may be re-arrange as Ut;j = c1��t [V (kit; :::; k
i
t)]
� with V being a sub-utility

function which is de�ned over a large, and potential number of di¤erentiated
assets or �rms, indexed from 1 to n: The expected utility of the representative
risk averse shareholders become

E(Ut;j) = [K �
nX
i=1

kit]
1��[

nX
i=1

1

n
((R� xi)kit)�]

Utility maximization leads to demand function for the di¤erent assets i:
Notice that the representative shareholders has to choose: i) how to divide the
total stock of capital between consumption for the �rst period and investment
in assets that will �nance the consumption in the second period and ii) how
to divided the amount of capital invested Kt among the n di¤erent projects or
assets available on the �nancial market (i.e. choosing kit 8i = 1; :::n).

Step 1: Choose between consumption and saving:
Remark 1: Since all �rms are symmetric, wi = w 8i = 1; :::n: Then, the

expected utility may be rewrite as

E(U) = [K �
nX
i=1

kit]
1��(R� x)� 1

n
[
nX
i=1

(kit)
�]:
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Remark 2: Moreover, we know that in equilibrium kit = kt 8i = 1; :::n:

Therefore,
nX
i=1

kit = nkt = Kt: Then,
nX
i=1

1
n (k

i
t)
� = n

nk
�
t = (

Kt

n )
�.

The shareholder problem becomes

MaxKt
E(U) = [K �Kt]

1��(R� x)�n��K�
t :

FOC :
@U

@Kt
= 0() (1� �)Kt � �[K �Kt] = 0() K�

t = �K:

Notice that K�
t is a proportion of the total amount of capital, and this is

true even if in equilibrium xi = 1:(Due to the Cobb-Douglas utility function,
K�
t > 0 and c

�
t = (1� �)K > 0:

Step 2: Portfolio allocation: choose kt:
The shareholders�problem is given by

Maxkit E(U) = [(1� �)K]
1�� 1

n
[(kit)

�(R� xi)� +
n�1X
i=1

(kit)
�(R� xi)�]

s:t:
nX
i=1

kit = �K :

Remark 1. In equilibrium all �rms are symmetric and then xi = x 8i =

1; :::n: De�ne ex = 1
n�1

n�1X
i=1

xi:

Remark 2. In equilibrium kit = kt 8i = 1; :::n: Therefore,
n�1X
i=1

(kit)
� = (�K �

kit)
�: Or similarly, each member of the sum is (�K�k

i
t

n�1 )� + :::+ (
�K�kit
n�1 )�:

The maximization problem is given by

Maxkit E(U) = [(1��)K]
1�� 1

n
[(kit)

�(R�xi)�+(R�ex)�(�K�kit)�(n�1)1��]:
FOC :

@U

@kit
= 0() (kit)

��1(R� xi)� = (R� ex)�(�K � kit)��1(n� 1)1��;

(kit)
� =

(R�x
i

R�ex ) �
1��

(n� 1) + (R�xiR�ex ) �
1��

�K;

with xi = R� piF and ex = R� epF; and where ep = 1
n�1

n�1X
i=1

pi:
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Q:E:D:

Remark
Finally, notice that the investors�s marginal utility of income is equalized

across states. This is the usual condition for a risk-neutral party optimally in-
suring a risk-averse individual. That is, the investor�s utility is equalized across
states. Current literature on this �elds shows that the introduction of asym-
metric information leads to imperfect risk-sharing (see for example, Marcet and
Marimon (1992), Castro et al. (2003)). However, we obtain that even though
there is asymmetric information risk sharing is perfect. This is so because we
are implicitly assuming that there is a market for every contingent asset and
this serves the purpose of transferring wealth across the states of the world that
will be revealed in the future. These markets open (�rst period) before the
resolution of the uncertainty (second period). What is being sold (from the
point of view of the manager) in the market for the contingent commodities is
commitments to receive amounts R when state s occurs. Therefore, our equi-
librium results in a Pareto optimal allocation of risk. Hence, at equilibrium,
shareholders insure completely; that is shareholder j�s equilibrium consumption
does not vary across the s states of the world. Indeed, the indirect utility of the
shareholders is

E(U) = [(1� �)K]1�� 1
n
[(kit)

�(R� xi)� +� (R� ex)� n�1X
i=1

(kit)]
�;

since (kit)
� =

( p
iep ) �

1��

(n�1)+( piep ) �
1��

�K; and pi = ep
E(U) = [(1� �)K]1�� 1

n
(R� x)�[(�K

n
)� + (n� 1)(�K

n
)�];

E(U) = [(1� �)K]1��(R� x)�(�K
n
)� = [(1� �)K]1��[�K]�(p

iF

n
)�:

E(U) = (1� �)1����(p
iF

n
)�K = 'K:

Therefore, shareholders are like risk neutral with respect to the initial en-
dowment K: That is in equilibrium the allocation of risk is Pareto optimal.
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